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Untouched from the flaws of the materialistic world, Philippines takes visitors to a land that flaunts
the innocence of the nature. Travellers booking air tickets to Philippines go on a journey of a lifetime
where they can greet the perfect blend of sand, seafood and sunset!

Even though beaches are the most significant draws that compel travellers to book tickets to
Philippines, the country features many other striking and appealing sights waiting to be explored.

The Banaue Rice Terraces

A UNESCO World Heritage, Banaue Rice Terraces is considered the eighth Wonder of the World.
Located in the Cordillera Mountains, these rice terraces spread miles and miles over the gleaming
emerald mountain range. Set up by Ifugo ethnic minority group, Banaue Rice Terraces offers
spectacular sights and features a waterfall that beautifies the outlook of the location. The Banaue
Rice Terraces remains a must-visit for those buying airline tickets to Philippines and one would do
well to hire expert guides who take visitors on hiking trips through amazing crisscross terraces!

The Chocolate Hills

Chocolate Hills is yet another popular tourist spot that touches the soul of every traveller taking air
tickets to Philippines. The hills feature enough beauty to gratify anyoneâ€™s hunger for nature and offer
blissful panoramic views of Mother Nature. Travellers visiting Chocolate Hills must take out some
time to go on a trip through these majestic hills that flaunts exotically overwhelming floral beauty.

Mt. Pinatubo

The disastrous Mt Pinatubo volcanic eruption took place on June 15 1991, killing thousands of
people and enshrouding everything with white ashes. Today, the site has become a popular tourist
spot that beguiles a fair number of travellers to book tickets to Philippines. Those looking to relax
and detox can flock to the nearby Mt. Pinatubo Spa Town that is a perfect haven to take a plunge in
the refreshing hot springs or head out for an extravagant shopping spree to shop some souvenirs
for decorating the mantelpieces!

Villa Escudero

To experience the rustic countryside lifestyle, vacationers taking air tickets to Philippines opt for Villa
Escudero! This graceful plantation and resort was set up by a rich Filipino in the 1880s and displays
incredibly glorious Philippine cultural heritage by the means of its cultural performances, bamboo
raft trips and agricultural villages flanked with lush manicured gardens. The main attraction of the
trip to Villa Escudero remains its plantation restaurant laid within a waterfall.

Puerto Princesa Underground River

Flaunting the extremes of the nature, the Puerto Princesa Underground River definitely deserves its
position among the Seven Wonders of Nature. Puerto Princesa Underground River includes
beautiful formations of stalactites and stalagmites, and several large chambers that offer pleasing
sights to the travellers taking air tickets to Philippines. This 8.2 kilometres long navigable
underground river passes through a cave before merging into the South China Sea. The entrance of
the cave is bordered by ancient lush trees that make the place even more mesmerizing. The longest
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underground river in the world, Puerto Princesa Underground River acts as a giant habitat for
biodiversity conservation.
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